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BACKGROUND 
 
Kiln Theatre in Kilburn, North-West London is seeking to appoint three new Trustees to the 
Board.   

Kiln Theatre produces world-class theatre that 
provokes, takes risks, entertains and reflects the 
exceptionally diverse society of Brent and 
beyond.  Presenting about six productions a 
year, Kiln Theatre, under its inspirational Artistic 
Director, Indhu Rubasingham, aims to produce 
or co-produce all its shows, developing an 
ambitious producing theatre that is both 
internationally renowned and deeply rooted in its 
local community.   

 
Recent productions include Florian Zeller’s The Son directed 
by Mike Longhurst which was a critical hit at Kiln Theatre and 
transferred to the Duke of York’s Theatre in the West End 
and White Teeth, Zadie Smith’s Kilburn epic in a musical 
adaptation for the stage by Stephen Sharkey and Paul 
Englishby. These two, both produced following the re-
opening of the theatre in September 2018, have been the 
fastest-selling and most financially successful productions in 
the theatre’s 40-year history. Other notable productions 
include: Handbagged by Moira Buffini, which won an Olivier 
Award and transferred to the West End, Red Velvet by Lolita 
Chakrabarti (Critics’ Circle Award, Evening Standard Award) 
which transferred to St Ann’s Warehouse and the West End, 
The Great Wave By Francis Turnly, a co-production with the 
National Theatre, Half God of Rainfall by Inua Ellams in co-
production with Birmingham REP and Fuel, and Wife by 
Samuel Adamson directed by Indhu Rubasingham 4 **** 
Guardian, Time Out,  Telegraph – “fiercely intelligent and 
remarkable, both structurally and stylistically” The Stage. 
 
Kiln Theatre was closed for 26 months from Summer 2016 
for a £9m capital project.  The project enabled the upgrading 
of the theatre auditorium, made the building more accessible 
by widening the main entrance and levelling the entire 
ground floor. It created a new street-front café while also 
renovating front of house spaces.  A venue reborn, with a 
bold and sector-leading artistic programme, the organisation is now even more closely aligned 
to its mission statement: 
 
‘To create internationally renowned, high-quality and innovative work which presents the 
world through a variety of lenses, amplifying unheard voices into the mainstream.’ 
 
Kiln Theatre is a place where stories are brought to life and imaginations are expanded.  It is a 
local theatre with international influence, proudly located in Brent, the most culturally diverse 
borough in London.  
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Since re-opening, it is worth noting that: 
 

● 51% of bookers are visiting 
Kiln Theatre for the first time; 

● Over 1,800 free tickets have 
been given out to members of 
the local community who 
would not normally visit the 
theatre; 

● More inquiries have been 
received than ever before from 
potential partner theatres, 
including from the US. 

Kiln Theatre also houses a 300-seat cinema which provides another opportunity to connect and 
engage with local audiences. 
 
Community Outreach 
 
Creative Engagement has been at the heart of Kiln Theatre’s activities for many years. Its well-
established programme aims to make the theatre accessible to people of all ages across Brent, 
using the power of performance to connect people, whatever their background, young and old.  
Its community outreach projects, including Minding the Gap, a drama workshop for young 
people newly arrived in the UK and A Friendly Society, a project for adult and older people’s 
engagement that explores the history of Brent and its residents, demonstrate the importance 
that Kiln Theatre attaches to its community and to making a difference in a borough where over 
half its residents were born abroad, where 149 languages are spoken across the borough and 
where one third of residents live below the London Poverty Line.   
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Looking Ahead 
 
Given what has been achieved since the re-opening of the theatre, the organisation is in a good 
place to drive forward its mission with a building that is accessible and fit for purpose; with the 
opportunity to engage a more diverse audience, with its commitment to the regeneration of 
Kilburn, with the aim of making the theatre a cultural beacon on the high street – something 
which is being reinforced by Kiln Theatre’s involvement in the delivery of Brent as the London 
Borough of Culture 2020, and with increasing international interest.  
 
Looking ahead, key goals for Kiln Theatre to 2022 are: 
 

● To sustain a high number of Kiln Theatre-produced shows, the majority being new 
writing; 

● To invest in writers and other creatives from the widest range of backgrounds; 

● To make theatre accessible to people of all ages in the local community through the 
Creative Learning programme; 

● To continue to widen the audience base, both through Creative Engagement and 
through the increased focus on audience development. 

To deliver on these goals, the organisation needs to create stability and a sustainable future for 
Kiln Theatre as the organisation adjusts to its new circumstances; including the greater 
opportunity it has to generate income as well as fundraise which are clearly important priorities 
for the Executive Team and for the Board. 
 
Organisation and Governance 
 
Kiln Theatre is a registered charity and is governed by its Board of Trustees, led by Chair, Dawn 
Austwick who took up this role in January 2020.  A list of Trustees and their biographical details 
are included at Appendix 1. A recent Governance review has led to the retirement of a number 
of long-serving members of the Board, creating an opportunity to recruit some new Trustees.  It 
has also led to the formalisation of Board sub-committees reporting to the Board and these 
comprise Finance, Risk & Remuneration; Fundraising; Nominations; and Revenue Generation & 
Enterprise Committees. 
 
The Board meets formally 4 times a year.  Other committees meet on a regular basis, in time to 
report back to the main Board. 
 
Kiln Theatre employs 32 staff and is led by the Executive Team comprising the Artistic Director, 
Indhu Rubasingham, who has been in post since 2012 and Daisy Heath, the Executive Director, 
who joined early in 2019 following 7 years as Lead Producer at Young Vic and who was Head of 
Planning at National Theatre prior to that.  Tessa Stanley-Price, the Fundraising Director, is also 
a senior team member who leads a team of three staff charged with the responsibility of 
bridging the gap between the income which Kiln Theatre receives and what it needs to sustain it 
in line with its mission as a producing theatre. 
  
Finances 
 
Kiln Theatre is an Arts Council England National Portfolio Organisation receiving a grant of 
£829,519 per annum to 2022.  It was one of only two London NPOs to get increased funding on 
the previous allocation which reflects the support it has from ACE but this still creates a 
considerable gap between statutory funding and the cost of running the theatre - the salaries bill 
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alone is £1.2m and the organisation is aiming to move towards a position where its turnover is 
between £3.5 and £4m. The theatre is supported by Brent Council although this no longer 
includes financial support for operating costs owing to arts and culture budget cuts.  However, 
the Council contributed £1m to the capital project. In addition to box office income and income 
from the cafe, 30% of Kiln’s operating budget currently comes through fundraising of which just 
under 50% comes from trust and foundation grants; 44% from individuals giving at all levels, 
from a £1 booking donation to a £70k gift.  A further 7% of income comes from fundraising 
events.  Corporate support is currently minimal and represents opportunity for growth. 
 
In 2018-2019, fund-raised income totalled £1.1m of which 49% was raised towards the capital 
project and 51% towards core operational activity.  The target for fund-raised income in the 
2019/20 annual budget is £915k. 
 
Summary 
 
With its new programme, new building and growing profile, Kiln Theatre has entered a new 
chapter in its 40-year history.  It has key challenges to meet including continuing to increase the 
diversity of its audiences, its accessibility for local audiences and ensuring its financial viability 
longer-term. But also has significant opportunities to grasp - the newly reopened building is a 
beautiful, welcoming place for artists and audiences alike, Indhu Rubasingham’s artistic 
programme is widely celebrated and admired, including by an increasing number of national, 
international and commercial potential partners.  With Brent London Borough of Culture 2020 
now underway, the organisation is truly starting to deliver on the promise of the capital project.  
As the incomparable Sharon D. Clarke put it recently “this place was a special cocoon.  Now 
she has grown and blossomed into a beautiful butterfly”.  
 
For more information please refer to: https://kilntheatre.com 
 
 
 
 
 
  

https://kilntheatre.com/
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THE ROLE  

 
Members of the Board are responsible for ensuring that the Kiln Theatre is run sustainably and 
in accordance with its vision and aims, meeting the targets which it has agreed with its 
stakeholders.  Board Members are expected to be well engaged with, and committed to, the 
work of the organisation in their Trustee capacity.  They will have the availability to attend 
opening nights and to host events and will be effective advocates for the organisation with a 
capacity for fund-raising.  They will have an appreciation of the artistic work of the theatre and 
its commitment to being an ambitious producing theatre of international significance but rooted 
in its own community.  They will also be committed to the role of the organisation in growing 
diverse audiences, reaching out to those in the borough of Brent and beyond who may never 
have had an opportunity to experience the arts. 
 
Overall objectives of the role of Trustees: 
 

● To fulfil their responsibilities for the proper governance of Kiln Theatre, meeting the 
requirements of the Charities Commission and all statutory reporting; 

● To ensure that Kiln Theatre is a resilient and sustainable organisation for the longer-
term; 

● To work with the Chair, Vice Chair and the Executive to continue to develop the vision 
and strategy for the organisation; 

● To act as an effective ambassador for the organisation, promoting its values, ambitions 
and successes to stakeholders and funders; 

● To work with the Executive to manage risk, both artistic and financial, to ensure that 
good practice prevails; 

● To continue, where possible, the practice of Board members to commit to supporting 
Kiln Theatre financially. 

 

Responsibilities and duties 

 

Trustees are expected to: 

 

● Contribute to meetings of the Board, helping to ensure that through the Board and its 
sub-committees, the organisation runs effectively and with appropriate scrutiny; 

● Contribute to robust business planning and ensure that the financial affairs of the 
organisation are properly run and maintained; 

● Provide appropriate regular support and challenge to the Executive, helping them to 
deliver their ambitious plans; 

● Ensure that Kiln Theatre abides by exemplary ethical standards in the conduct of its 
business; 

● Act in a way that is consistent with agreed values (see Appendix 2) 
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Time commitment 

 

Trustees need to commit to the equivalent of two days per month to perform their duties and 
probably more at the beginning as they familiarise themselves with the work of Kiln Theatre. 

 

Terms of appointment 

 

Trustees are appointed for an initial three-year term which is renewable for a further term of 
three years.  We expect the appointment of the new Trustees to take place over the first six 
months of 2020. 

 

These are voluntary and unremunerated positions.  

 

THE PERSON 
 

Kiln Theatre is looking for candidates with a keen interest in the theatre and specifically of the 

genre of challenging and inclusive theatre that Kiln espouses.  They will be great advocates for 

the work Kiln Theatre is doing to grow and diversify audiences through their original artistic 

programme, through their Creative Engagement Programme and through their broad offer, 

including the cinema. They will be appreciative of the key objectives of Kiln Theatre and will be 

good advocates for its work among stakeholders and with potential supporters. Ideally, they will 

have a good understanding of the funding landscape for arts organisations and will know the 

financial challenges facing the sector generally.  They will have an appetite for risk recognising 

that Kiln Theatre is in a risky business where they need to be bold and innovative to be 

sustainable.  They will be able to build strong relationships with the Chair and Vice Chair, the 

Executive and other members of the Board. They will also have the time and commitment that 

these roles need as the organisation moves forward. 

 

In addition, candidates will be expected to have: 

 

● Prior experience of serving on a board or equivalent voluntary group; 

● A willingness to take direction as appropriate from the Chair and to ensure they make 

effective contributions at an individual and group level; 

● Networks to be able to open doors, comfortable with asking for support for Kiln Theatre, 

as required; 

● Good interpersonal skills to build relationships with supporters, patrons, stakeholders, 

the Executive; 

● Ideally some knowledge of corporate and charity governance – particularly important for 

the legal and finance specialists; 

● Highest standards of probity and integrity. 
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We are seeking to appoint Trustees with the following specialist skills: 

 

● A qualified accountant, ideally with experience of subsidized theatre finance, and /or 
access to a firm of professionals who could provide specialist input on a pro-bono basis 
– eg. VAT  

● A qualified lawyer, ideally with experience of working in a large firm with access to a 
wide range of specialist input on a pro-bono basis – eg. employment law 

● An outreach and education specialist who can advise and support Kiln’s Creative 
Engagement programme and provide insight into current best practice and provide a 
network of contacts for the Executive to draw upon as required. 

 

RECRUITMENT PROCESS 
 
 

To register your interest in these opportunities, you are asked to submit: 
 
● a copy of your CV/biography; 

● a completed application form (attached) which includes a statement of interest indicating 
why you are interested in this opportunity and what you are able to bring to the 
organisation bearing in mind the qualities sought as set out in this information pack. 

For further information, please contact: 
 

Moyra Doyle, Chair Nominations Committee: moyradoyle@gmail.com 
 
We would prefer to receive applications electronically, and they should be sent FAO: 

Daisy Heath, Executive Director Kiln Theatre:  serenabasra@kilntheatre.com 

All applications will be acknowledged on receipt.  If you do not receive an acknowledgement 

within five working days, please telephone Serena Basra on 020 7372 6611.  If you have any 

questions regarding the application process, please contact Moyra Doyle (contact details as 

above). 

 

PLEASE NOTE:  

The Nominations Committee of the Board will review all applications received. This will be done 
in two stages – those received by February 29 and those received by March 31 2020 .  
Arrangements for meetings of short-listed candidates with the Nominations Committee, followed 
by a final interview with the Chair, will be arranged in March and April 2020 relevant dates will 
be confirmed in due course. 

 
 
 
  

mailto:moyradoyle@gmail.com
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APPENDIX 1: BIOGRAPHICAL DETAILS OF CHAIR & TRUSTEES  
 
 

DAWN AUSTWICK Dawn is the Chair of the Board. She was appointed as Chief 
Executive of The National Lottery Community Fund at the end of 
2013, and has led the development of the Fund’s Strategic 
Framework, People in the Lead. Prior to joining the Fund, 
Austwick was Chief Executive of the Esmée Fairbairn Foundation 
and was previously Deputy Director of the British Museum, Project 
Director for Tate Modern and a Principal Consultant at KPMG. 
Austwick is a Trustee of the London Marathon Charitable Trust, a 
member of the Advisory Boards of the Institute of Policy Research 
at the University of Bath and RAND Europe. She was previously a 
Trustee of the Historic Royal Palaces and of the Woodland Trust. 
She has an MBA from the London Business School and an 
honorary doctorate from London Metropolitan University. 
Appointed 2020. 

 
NICHOLAS BASDEN Director of N & S Creative LLP; an entrepreneur with a 

background in business development. Appointed 2015. 
 
DOMINIC COOKE Dominic is a highly accomplished theatre, film, and television 

director based in London. Dominic was Artistic Director of the 
Royal Court Theatre from 2007 to 2013. During his tenure at the 
Royal Court he directed Clybourne Park by Bruce Norris, for which 
he was nominated as Best Director for the Evening Standard 
Awards. He has directed Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom, Here We Go, 
and The Comedy of Errors for the National Theatre. His critically 
acclaimed production of Follies has been nominated for 10 Olivier 
awards, including Best Director. Dominic has successfully 
transitioned over to television and film, beginning with his 
adaptation of Shakespeare’s HENRY VI Parts 1 and 2 for BBC 
TV’s THE HOLLOW CROWN: THE WARS OF THE ROSES. His 
first feature film, ON CHESIL BEACH, stars Saoirse Ronan and 
Billy Howle. The film is based on the novel of the same name by 
Booker Prize winning novelist Ian McEwan. It premiered at the 
2017 Toronto International Film Festival, where it was chosen by 
Variety as one of the ten best films of the festival. Appointed 2019. 

  
MOYRA DOYLE Founder of Richmond Associates, a boutique executive search 

firm with offices in London, Singapore and Sydney. Prior to 
founding the firm in 1999, Moyra was at the South Bank Centre, 
the world's largest performing arts centre, where she was 
Development Director. Her early career included working for BBC 
Worldwide and News International. She is a qualified executive 
coach and particularly enjoys working with high potential leaders 
and entrepreneurs. Moyra was appointed to the Board of Trustees 
of Kiln Theatre in October 2018 and became interim Chair in 
February 2019.  She has been Vice Chair since January 2020. 

 
ANNEKE MENDELSOHN Former Head of Strategic Partnerships at The British Museum. 
   Founder of Rifkin Management, as Artist Management and 
   Production company for Opera. Former member of Junior 
   Committee of Dance Theatre Harlem. Former Board Member 
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   of America-Israel Cultural Foundation. Appointed 2013. 
 
KAREN NAPIER Karen has recently been appointed the new Chief Executive 

Officer of The Reading Agency. She is an experienced leader in 
the arts, cultural and education sectors. She has spent the last 
few years as Chief Executive at Wac Arts, whose mission is to 
empower young people to change their worlds through the arts. 
Her previous appointments include Executive Director of the 
Swarovski Foundation, Director of Development at the Southbank 
Centre leading the £111 million transformation of the Royal 
Festival Hall, and the first Associate Dean of Advancement at 
London Business School. Appointed 2019. 

    
SITA MCINTOSH Sita is Chief Operating Officer at the UK’s leading theatre website, 

WhatsOnStage having been at the helm since August 2014. Prior 
to her appointment Sita worked at Ticketmaster where she 
headed up the Theatre, Arts &Attractions Division. Sita also 
Chairs the Board of Trustees at Tonic Theatre where she initiated 
the Tonic Awards recognising and celebrating the achievements 
of women in theatre. She also sits on the Development Advisory 
Board of Mountview Academy of Theatre Arts.  Appointed 2018. 

 
BARRIE TANKEL Chartered Surveyor (qualified 1968). Projects include Champagne 

Bar at St Pancras Station, Southbank Centre developments and 
Strategic Advisor to New Design Museum. Founded BTP Group in 
1970s (quantity surveying, construction cost consultancy and 
project management company). Appointed 2015. 
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APPENDIX 2: KILN THEATRE BOARD VALUES IN ACTION  
 
 
 
INCLUSION 

● We can talk openly 
● We can talk about everything 
● We are open to external and different views and influences and bringing them to the 

table 
● We recognise and value different views within the group 
● We recognise and address imbalances in power 

 
FEARLESS/COURAGEOUS 

● We stand by our decisions 
● We support and encourage innovative work and are not a slave to the Box Office 
● We feel confident to admit a mistake and change direction 
● We ask the right questions and we ask enough questions 
● We challenge co-trustees and the executive 

 
HEARTFELT 

● We reset when we disagree 
● We show up beyond Board Meetings, Sub Committees and Press Nights 
● We interact with Kiln team beyond Daisy and Indhu 
● We are committed to discussion 
● We make informed decisions 

 
AUTHENTIC 

● We embody the profile of the type of board composition which best represents Kiln 

Theatre  

● We respect others’ authenticity and perspectives we don’t simply honour our own 

perspectives 

● We engage with the work 

● We push each other to stay on track 

 
 
 
 


